HOME & PROPERTY

Cindy de Oude,
South African
I’ve been looking for the right coffee
table for years! Why is it such a difficult
thing to find? I was in Hacienda Blue
and the sales assistant mentioned they
offered custom-made pieces, and I started
thinking about my coffee table.
I was looking for a small one, and ideally
oval-shaped to fit into my small lounge.
We lived in India previously and I like
the bone-inlay “Rajasthani” feel. I also
like unique mix-and-match items. So, I
simply love Hacienda Blue products. It’s
not often two items in my house come
from the same shop.
H acienda Blue hadn’t done many
coffee tables before, but they assured me
they could make pretty much anything I
could dream up. This in itself was a bit
daunting, and also not being able to see

what the product would actually look
like in advance.
But I am thrilled with it! I also have
a chest of drawers from the store, and a
few home items like platters and frames. I
often intend to give them for gifts but then
end up keeping them for myself because
they’re just so gorgeous.

I love the option of custom-making
items. You can get pieces that perfectly
fit your rooms, or drawers that are the
perfect depth for different items.

We were looking for a European-sized super king bed so that if (or when!) we move
home, it’ll be easy to find the right bedding. These are not common or particularly
easy to find in Singapore, so it was lucky that we came across European Bedding.
My husband and I love simple and elegant design of their pieces, and the fact we could
have a natural organic latex mattress individually tailored to each of our needs. So, we chose

to shop there for our new customised bed.
Sarah at European Bedding personally
tested and matched us to our perfect
mattress type. They then made the
mattress for us with “his and her” sides
so we each get a top night’s sleep. We can
also adjust our own bed base separately
to personalise our own sides. Even with
all this, somehow the join between the
two sides works seamlessly. We couldn’t
be happier with our bed, and our two
little boys love the extra space for them!
The service provided by Sarah and
her team was outstanding. Sarah spent a
couple of hours with us while we chatted
and tried out different mattresses. She also
gave us lots of advice about getting the
perfect blend of comfort and style – all
while keeping us fuelled with gorgeous
snacks, teas and coffees. The team that
delivered and installed the bed couldn’t
have been more professional and gave us
great advice about maintenance.
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